Nasal vestibulitis - review of literature
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Abstract: Infections of the face, especially for the nasal area, carry more attention. This because of proximity to vital structure and propensity to vital complications. This disease commonly caused by Staphylococcus aureus bacteria. Its diagnosis usually did base on clinical finding where topical agent gives a satisfactory result. A number of vital complications were documented as a sequel of this disease that necessitates prompt treatment. Although this disease quite common, limited literature was discussing this disease. We aim here to review available literature about this disease and give conclusion regarding diagnosis and treatment.
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INTRODUCTION:

Besides being the face is the most considerable part of body cosmetically, its skin and soft tissue infection carry more consideration. These because of its proximity to vital structure and possibility of the spread of infection intracranially. Nasal infection in part takes more intention because it is quite common along with that nose can harbor bacteria in its commensal form.

Nasal vestibulitis as the term defines as infection or inflammation of nasal vestibule. It can be in form of infection of the skin or pilosebaceous unit. Dahle claims that hair follicle is the site for bacterial invasion [1]. However, bacterial nasal commensal commonly by Staphylococcus aureus along with any disruption of covering epithelium blame for that. This can be caused by nose picking, nasal trauma, vigorous nose blowing or nasal foreign body residual [2]. It occurs more commonly in adulthood with a small number of cases happen during childhood [3]. Its incidence and prevalence still questionable [4]. Other factors like decreased immunity or virulence of organism may link to the development of the diseases [5, 6]. The most common causative organism is Staphylococcus aureus especially with a certain strain like Panton–Valentine leucocidin producing Staphylococcus aureus [7]. Although this disease quite common, limited literature was discussing this form of infection in the nose with no report about its prevalence and incidence [1]. Here we will discuss this disease, particularly for nasal vestibule with support with available literature.

Diagnostic approach:

Diagnosis of the disease usually based on clinical evaluation unless complicated cases happened. Although of that, it may mimic other non-infective inflammatory process or sometimes malignancy [4, 8]. The usual presentation of patient clinically started with nasal pain and may be associated with frequent nasal crusting. Examination of the patient may show erythematous tender swelling which sometimes accompanied with nasal edema which called Rudolph sign [2, 3]. In uncomplicated cases usually no systemic sign or symptom. However, an abscess may form which may complicate the case. Infection of dangerous facial triangle – including nasal area – carry more intention because proximity to vital structure and presence of valveless venous connection which precludes to spread of infection intracranially [9, 10]. Number of complication was documented in literature like pre-septal cellulitis, orbital cellulitis, orbital abscesses, cavernous sinus thrombosis, and intracranial infection which may lead to considerable morbidity and mortality [10-12].
Further investigations were requested based on the severity of case or presence of a complication. These include laboratory orders or imaging studies. Culture and sensitive may be ordered to determine carrier state with further details about bacterial strain to direct antibiotic therapy, especially in recurrent or reluctant cases. Imaging studies - most commonly computed tomography – not routinely requested unless serious complication suspected. The most common organism found as commensals in nasal cavity were Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, Haemophilus influenzae, Corynebacteria, Micrococy, Streptococcus pneumonia and Viridans [13]. This carrier state influenced by multiple factors which include gender, age, dermatological condition and a job like health-worker. Although around 20% of normal people present in carrier state, its presence increases more in chronic and recurrent cases [7]. Furthermore, other risk factors for developing recurrent disease has been reported which include: crowded at sleep, poor hygiene, obese, family history of the same disease and defective immunity [17].

Treatment strategies:

Although the majority of cases present in the simple form, early diagnosis and the start of treatment is crucial to prevent later complications. Most of the time, avoidance of digital manipulation, local hygiene and topical heat compressors with aid of topical treatment like mupirocin, bacitracin or Fucidic acid give satisfactory result while systemic anti-staph antibiotics as clindamycin will be used in recurrent, severe cases [1, 3, 5, 18, 19]. Treatment length usually between 1-3 weeks and antibiotic choice will be directed based on culture and sensitivity result if no response. Surgical option reserved for complication and abscess cases [3]. In regards to the nasal decontamination strategy in the treatment of chronic and recurrent disease, there is no consensus about which regimen can be used. In literature, multiple regimens were documented which include maintaining good hygiene, using topical agent (chlorhexidine, mupirocin or Fucidic acid) or systemic antibiotic like clindamycin [7, 20].

CONCLUSION:

Nasal vestibulitis one of common disease encountered, however, limited data published about it especially epidemiology, complication and risk factor of disease that needs further studies in future. The diseases mostly present in a simple form where starting of topical treatment based on clinical finding were sufficient. Special virulent strain linked more frequently to the disease that emphasizes the role of decontamination of nasal carrier individuals.
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